High
Definition
Video
Distribution

Remove those ugly Satellite boxes and electronic devices from view.
Centrally store your satellite receiver or set top box and watch your favourite TV shows in Full
1080p High Definition. Create a clean look in each room of your home with no unsightly cables
or satellite boxes under your TV. Using discrete IR receivers and the remote control you can
select what you want to watch without leaving the comfort of your couch.

4 Room 4 Source HD-Base T Distribution System €1850.00
A four source, four output HD HDMI Matrix distribution
package.
Enabling the simple connection; of up to four HD sources
(Sky + HD/Blu-ray/PS3 etc.). Users are finally able to realise
the full potential of ‘whole house’ HD distribution and source
IR control + high speed internet access at every TV location
in an all-in-one package.
Developed as a professional multiroom system using the
latest HDBaseT
technology,
system
converts the HDMI
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VAT losing any definition. At the
HDTV, a Receiver (RX) converts the Cat5e/6 cable back to
HDMI for connection to the TV. The HDMI transmission
remains totally uncompressed, so pixel-for-pixel, it is exactly
the same as using a direct HDMI cable - there is zero loss of
quality.
*Price excludes installation.
One remote control supplied, extra remotes €15 each.
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2 Room 4 Source HD-Base T Distribution System €650.00
A four source, two output HD HDMI Matrix distribution package.
Enabling the simple connection; of up to four HD sources (Sky + HD/Blu-ray/PS3 etc.). Users are
finally able to realise the full potential of HD distribution and source IR control + high speed
internet access at every TV location in an all-in-one package. This system connects locally to
one HD display via HDMI, and the second display via a Cat5e/Cat6 cable. Perfect solution when
you have your devices locally connected to your TV, and would like those to also be accessible
in another room.
*Price excludes installation.
One remote control supplied, extra remotes €15 each.
Point to Point HD-Base T Distribution System €399.00
HDBaseT technology allows you to send uncompressed HDMI full-HD video & audio, IR control
with Internet 100m over a single Cat5/6 cable. These devices also carry your network signal to
the TV’s, a perfect solution for Smart TV’s.
Viewing and controlling your favourite HDTV device (Sky+ HD, Blu-ray player etc.) from a
distance has never been easier with the HDMI over Single Cat5 Extender. HDBaseT technology
is capable of transmitting full-uncompressed HDMI 1080p and 3D video signals whilst
supporting 100Mbps Ethernet and 2-way IR control signals over a single 100-metre Cat5e/6 LAN
cable.
*Price excludes installation.
3D Ready HDMI Leads
These advanced HDMI cables are quite simply the best on the market - guaranteeing pristine
signal even at long lengths - Compatible with all HDMI devices and supports all 1.4 features
such as 3D, 4K, Ethernet and ARC. An in-line signal boosting chip enables the same data rate
delivery as short HDMI cables for the ultimate in performance.
• 1Metre
€29.99
• 2Metre
€39.99
• 5Metre
€59.99
• 10Metre
€99.99
• 25Metre
€159.99
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